Introducing

505-215-7989
support@sunlightmail.net
188 Road 3900
Aztec, NM 87410

sunlightmail
A PRIVACY-ORIENTED EMAIL SERVICE FOR PLAIN PEOPLE

Who are we?
We are a small company from the plain community dedicated to providing you with a reliable email service with many benefits such as custom domains and
unlimited email storage. We never make money off of your data or share your private information with third parties. We offer two types of email accounts—encrypted
and normal. Read more about the two types of accounts below and let us know if you have any questions or if we can be of assistance to your family or business.
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Automatic Encryption for Incoming Email–All incoming emails bound
for users of this service will have their emails automatically encrypted with
their public OpenGPG key once the email arrives at our server.
Zero Access to User Data–Your email messages are encrypted with an
encryption key that we don’t have access to. This means that we don’t
have the ability to decrypt your messages.
Open Source Cryptography–This ensures that the encryption
algorithms do not have a built in back door for access by some
unknown entity.
Encrypted Mail Storage–All user data is stored in an encrypted folder
on our server.
Privacy–Sensitive information such as User-Agent and X-Originating-IP
are scrubbed from email headers.
Custom Domain Support–Have us host you@yourdomain.com
Unlimited Email Storage
IMAP or POP Access–Works great on restricted internet connections.

Is this option for you?

Normal Email Accounts
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Encrypted Mail Storage–All user data is stored in an encrypted folder
on our server.
Privacy–Sensitive information such as User-Agent and X-Originating-IP
are scrubbed from email headers.
Custom Domain Support–Have us host you@yourdomain.com
Unlimited Email Storage
IMAP or POP Access–Works great on restricted internet connections.

Is this option for you?
Are you a “normal” email user without special privacy needs? If so, a regular
email account is the right choice for you.

Pricing
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$4.00/month for a regular account with two mailboxes
$3.50/month for each additional mailbox
$20.00 one-time setup fee
$30.00 one-time setup fee for custom domains only

Do you have sensitive information to communicate? If so, this option might be
right for you. Feel free to call or email if you have questions about how this works.

Pricing
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$4.50/month for an encrypted account with two mailboxes
$4.00/month for each additional mailbox
$20.00 one-time setup fee
$30.00 one-time setup fee for custom domains only
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